In two samples, we demonstrate that visual search performance is influenced by memory for the locations of specific search items across trials. We monitored eye movements as observers searched for a target letter in displays containing 16 or 24 letters. From trial to trial the configuration of the search items was either Random, fully Repeated or similar but not identical (i.e., Intermediate). We found a graded pattern of response times across conditions with slowest times in the Random condition and fastest responses in the Repeated condition. We also found that search was comparably efficient in the Intermediate and Random conditions but more efficient in the Repeated condition. Importantly, the target on a given trial was fixated more accurately in the Repeated and Intermediate conditions relative to the Random condition. We suggest a tradeoff between memory and perception in search as a function of the physical scale of the search space.
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Introduction
Outside the laboratory, visual search occurs in a wide variety of contexts. These search contexts can be seen as falling on a spectrum of stability, some changing dramatically from one observation to the next, while others change only very slowly or not at all. Consider, for instance, the contrast between the guest bedroom (with guests in absentia) and a child's toy-room. Day by day you may enter the guest room, perhaps to retrieve an item from your cat's treasure-trove of stolen pens, socks, and other trinkets, and find that nothing at all has moved. As for the toy-room, in all likelihood the only time you really know where anything is located is after you have put it all away.
One obvious difference between stable and unstable search environments is the extent to which they afford the use of memory during search. In a stable environment search might be guided by memory for the last place the target was seen -whether it was seen during some previous search for the target itself, or seen incidentally while searching for something else. In random or highly unstable environments, memory could not be used effectively in this way because the target's location on one observation offers little information about its probable location on subsequent observations. The present experiment aims to determine the role and importance of location memory for targets during visual search.
To date, visual search performance has been evaluated at the two opposing ends of the trial-to-trial stability range: completely random on the one hand, and completely stable on the other. Classically, visual search has been concerned with the features present on individual trials, and the extent to which feature overlap between targets and distractors impacts search performance (e.g. Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, 1994) . To this end, most experiments have employed designs where the configuration of items on each trial is completely independent from the configurations on the preceding and following trials, precluding the use of trial-to-trial memory.
Comparatively fewer studies have examined the diametrically opposing case, perfect trial-to-trial repetition. One series of studies of relevance to this issue examined the benefits of repeating a single feature across trials (e.g. Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994; McPeek, Maljkovic, & Nakayama, 1999) . For instance, Maljkovic and Nakayama (1994) found that participants were faster to report the orientation of a color singleton when the colors of the target and distractors were the same as in the preceding trial. A subsequent study demonstrated that this form of repetition resulted in faster saccadic latencies and more accurate saccades, and that these improvements were magnified as the length of the 'run' of repetitions increased (McPeek et al., 1999) . Similarly, the repetition effect has been shown to decay gradually as the number of nonmatching trials following a 'run' increases (Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001; Hillstrom, 2000; Maljkovic & Nakayama, 2000) .
Repetition effects have also been demonstrated when target and distractor locations are repeated across trials. When the target's location is preserved across successive trials, search is facilitated, and when a target is presented at a location previously occupied by a distractor, search is impaired (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1996) . Consistent with these findings, response times for an orientation singleton search were longer if the target was presented at a location at which an irrelevant color singleton was re-cently presented (Kumada & Humphreys, 2002) . As with runs of feature repetitions, runs of trials having a distractor in the same location have been shown to increase response times to subsequent trials having the target in that location (Horowitz, 1995) .
The effects of perfect repetition of entire search displays were first evaluated by Chun and Jiang (1998) , with the introduction of the contextual cueing paradigm. Here, participants completed a difficult visual search task in which repeated search displays were interspersed with unrepeated search displays. Over the course of the experiment, performance on old displays was compared to performance on new displays, and it was found that participants located the target faster in old displays than in new ones. Subsequent studies have explored which aspects of contextual information can lead to contextual cuing. For example, studies have shown that (a) contextual cueing does not require an exact repetition of the entire display and can even occur with exact repetition of only the half of the screen that includes the target (Endo & Takeda, 2005; Olson & Chun, 2002) ; (b) search will be facilitated if a target is always presented with the same distractors across trials rather than when distractors are varied across trials (Chun & Jiang, 1999) ; (c) contextual cueing can arise even from ignored context -for instance a consistent set of red distractors can facilitate search for a green target (Jiang & Leung, 2005) ; (d) learning can sometimes be preserved across limited changes in shape or color (Jiang & Song, 2005) ; and that (e) repeated patterns of motion can be used to cue target location (Chun & Jiang, 1999) .
While the extensive contextual cueing literature provides clear evidence that repeating search configurations can improve performance over time, these studies are, in several regards, ill-suited to the present purpose. Critically, repeated displays were not presented successively, but were interspersed with other, unrepeated displays. Target and distractor items however, were persistent across trials. This lack of continuity would disrupt the formation of a persisting item identity, and associated location information, requiring instead that participants recognize the overall global context of a given display and use this information to locate the target. In other words, it is the scene that dictates the target's location, and not location memory for the item itself.
A more direct test of item-specific memory across repeated search displays was first conducted by Wolfe, Klempen, and Dahlen (2000) . Wolfe and colleagues had participants search for several different unique targets in identical displays repeated back-to-back for upwards of several hundred trials. The authors found no differences between search slopes for repeated and unrepeated searches, and concluded that repetitive exposure to the same search display did not improve search efficiency. This surprising result has been explained by suggesting that memory fails to play a role in these contexts -despite demonstrations that indeed it can be used reliably (Olivia, Wolfe, & Arsenio, 2004 ) -because a search through memory is less efficient than the visual search itself.
Further studies have revealed that under specific conditions, repeating displays can improve search efficiency (Kunar, Flusberg, & Wolfe, 2008) . One condition that allowed for more efficient search was to have subjects make only a forced-choice present vs. absent response, however this presumably reflects a strategy that ignores actually locating a target in favour of simply classifying it as present or absent from memory. When targets must be spatially located, a condition that seemed necessary to produce more efficient search for repeating displays was to restrict possible targets to a subset of the items in the display, and consequently restrict possible targets to a subset of spatial locations (Kunar et al., 2008) . In such cases it appears that the improvement in search efficiency is limited to a level comparable to search through only the possible target items. For example, if only 6 of 12 items are ever targets, search efficiency matches what would be expected from a 6-item search. Critically, Kunar et al. (2008) emphasize that despite constraining the locations over which visual search is deployed, the active process is still visual search and not search through memory. Specifically, they suggest that search is not guided by memory of the specific location of the target item. Rather, they suggest that search is simply restricted to the locations of possible targets.
The aim of the present work is to evaluate whether the suggestion put forth by Kunar et al. (2008) -namely, that memory for specific item locations does not influence search across repeated displays -also applies to situations in which overt eye movements are needed to find a target item. In natural contexts like search through our own homes, a large component of the search process consists of bodily movements that act to situate our perceptual systems in the likely vicinity of the target. Once the body is situated in the general vicinity, perceptually-driven search may take over to determine the fine-scale localization of a target. As an initial step in the direction of incorporating this common aspect of search, we extended the physical scale of our search displays so that only a subset of the items could be discriminated from a single fixation. In this way, eye movements, the smallest scale of physical orienting, were necessary to perform search. Although a large body of work suggests that top-down knowledge can be used to guide the eyes in search requiring eye movements (Chen & Zelinsky, 2006; Eckstein, Drescher, & Shimozaki, 2006; Neider & Zelinsky, 2006; Zelinsky, Rao, Hayhoe, & Ballard, 1997) , relatively little is known about the role of target-specific location memory in these contexts. We expected that when eye movements are needed to find targets, contrary to the situation explored by Kunar et al. (2008) , prior memory of specific item locations might become useful and thus influence search.
Our evaluation of whether memory for specific item locations across repeated trials influences search requires that we compare overall search times and search slopes across a condition in which the search displays are perfectly repeated (Repeated condition) and a 'baseline' condition in which item locations are randomized across displays (Random condition). By comparing performance in these two conditions, it will be possible to identify which aspects of performance are unique to repeating displays. In addition, we extend the exploration of trial-to-trial stability to intermediate levels by testing a search condition in which item configurations are similar but not identical from one display to the next. Since search through repeated displays has been shown to be both faster, and in some cases more efficient than search through independent displays, it is of interest to know what benefits might be obtained across the intervening range of trial-to-trial stability. To our knowledge, this question has not yet been addressed. Accordingly, we included a novel condition of intermediate stability (Intermediate condition), wherein item locations were randomly moved a small distance from trial to trial.
To directly evaluate whether memory for specific item locations influences search performance in our search context, we monitored eye movements during search. In addition, following Kunar et al. (2008) , we restricted the targets to be a subset of the search items. By monitoring eye movements and restricting the target set we were able to distinctly measure whether the first eye movement in each trial was directed at (1) the current target of search, (2) a possible target other than the current target, or (3) a non-target. If memory for specific item location does not influence search through repeated displays in our search context, and attention is only generally restricted to the subset of possible targets, then we would expect that the first eye movement in repeated displays should be equally likely to be directed towards a possible target as it is towards the current target. Additionally, Kunar et al.'s view would suggest that the first eye saccade should be less likely to be directed to a non-target than to the current target or to a possible target. On the other hand, if memory for specific item locations does influence search in repeated displays, then we would expect that first saccades be more likely directed toward the current target than toward either a possible target or a non-target, and that this would be the case in the Repeated condition (and possibly the Intermediate condition) but not in the Random condition.
Methods

Participants
To assess the replicability of our findings, we collected data from two independent samples. Each sample consisted of 12 undergraduate students (Sample 1: 4 male, 8 female; Sample 2: 6 male, 6 female) from the University of Waterloo, participating for course credit. All participants reported normal or correctedto-normal visual acuity, and normal color vision.
Displays
Each trial included a target display and a search display. Target displays showed the target item for the trial in a bright green (rgb: 51, 255, 0) box, subtending 2.5°of visual angle (d.v.a. -the angle a stimulus subtends at the viewer's eye), centred on a grey background (rgb: 200, 200, 200) . A random subset of 12 items were selected as possible targets for each block, with the target for each trial selected randomly from this list under the constraint that successive trials could not have the same target.
Search displays consisted of 16, or 24 capital letters ('M' and 'W' were excluded on the basis of width), presented in black on a grey background (rgb: 200, 200, 200) . A random subset of 16 items was selected from the full set of 24 for each block of Set Size 16 trials. Each display was segmented into a 20 by 12 grid of possible locations, with a centre-to-centre distance between adjacent cells of 1.85 d.v.a. Each item measured approximately 1.2 by 1.2 d.v.a., and the minimum distance between stimuli was 0.6 d.v.a. The assignment of individual item locations varied depending on the stability condition. In the Random condition, the locations of the target and distractor items were generated randomly and independently on each trial. In the Repeated condition, item locations were generated randomly at the outset of the block, and then fixed for the duration of the block. In the Intermediate condition, an initial seed trial was generated randomly and subsequent trials were produced iteratively, such that each successive display was generated on the basis of the preceding display. Production of a trial on the basis of its predecessor consisted of translating each item by a two-step random walk over the grid. Each step consisted of a movement to an adjacent cell on the grid (diagonals included). The two steps were determined independently, so it was possible for an item to sometimes return to its starting location, and therefore to appear stationary from one trial to the next.
Display configurations were generated offline using a command line tool written by the authors in C. The experiment was created using Experiment Builder (SR Research, version 1.4.36), and run on a Dell Precision 390, with a 1.86 GHz Intel Core 2 processor. The stimulus displays were presented on a 24 in. Dell 2407WFP monitor at a resolution of 1920 by 1200, with participants seated approximately 80 cm from the screen. In this configuration, the screen subtended 32.9 d.v.a. horizontally, and 22 d.v.a. vertically.
Procedure
Three levels of Stability and two Set Sizes were tested. Each participant completed 360 search trials, blocked first by Stability, yielding three blocks of 120 trials each, and then by Set Size, yielding two blocks of 60 trials at each Stability level. Both Stability and Set Size order were counterbalanced across participants. Within participants, the same Set Size order was preserved across Stability blocks. Participants were given a short break between each Stability block.
An example trial sequence is shown in Fig. 1 . Each trial began with an 800 ms target display, followed by a central fixation dot. Presentation of the search display was triggered by a fixation on this dot of at least 150 ms. Participants were instructed to press the space bar when they had located the target letter (response time), at which point each letter in the display was replaced with an identical mask and the participant was instructed to use the mouse to indicate the location of the target letter (accuracy). The search display self-terminated if the participant did not respond within 20 s and participants had unlimited time to enter the location of the target in the masked display. The next trial began immediately following selection of the target location.
Response time and accuracy were collected as measures of search performance. Also, participants' eye movements were recorded to assess overt orienting behaviours during search, using an EyeLink 1000 (SR Research), with participants' heads stabilized by a padded chin-rest and forehead band. The eye-tracker was calibrated prior to each Stability block of 120 trials.
Results
Accuracy
Percent errors are plotted in Fig. 2 , with the data for Sample 1 presented in Panel A, and the data for Sample 2 presented in Panel B. These data were tested with a Stability (Repeated, Intermediate, Random) by Set Size (16, 24) by Sample (Samples 1 and 2) mixedfactors analysis of variance (ANOVA). No effects reached significance (largest F = 1.65), indicating that accuracy on this task was not influenced by any of the manipulated factors, and did not differ across samples.
Response times
Response times (RTs) were positively skewed, and so were subjected to a log transform to obtain an approximately normal distribution. The data presented and analyzed are the anti-logs of the mean logRTs.
Response times for the three stability conditions are plotted across Set Size in Fig. 3 , with Sample 1 plotted in Panel A, and Sample 2 plotted in Panel B. There were two critical results in this data, neatly replicating the findings of Kunar et al. (2008) for the Repeated and Random conditions. First, response times increased monotonically with decreasing stability. This was supported with a Stability (Repeated, Intermediate, Random) by Set Size (16, 24) by Sample (Samples 1 and 2) mixed-factors ANOVA, demonstrating a significant main effect of Stability F(2, 44) = 40.56, MSE = 24,230, p < .001. Additional targeted comparisons confirmed that this effect is incremental across the range of stability, with the Repeated condition faster than the Intermediate condition, F(1, 22) = 31.29, MSE = 34,321, p < .001, and the Intermediate condition faster than the Random condition, F(1, 22) = 7.13, MSE = 12.590, p < .05.
The second critical result is that search efficiency was improved in the Repeated condition as compared to the Intermediate and Random conditions, while the Intermediate and Random conditions did not differ from each other. This was supported by a Stability by Set Size interaction, F(2, 44) = 6.41, MSE = 8527, p < .005, which was assessed by evaluating the Stability by Set Size interaction in a separate ANOVA for each pair of Stability conditions (Repeated vs. Intermediate, Repeated vs. Random, Intermediate vs. Random). We found that the Repeated condition was more effi- Finally, we note a prominent main effect of Sample, whereby RTs in Sample 2 were longer than an Sample 1, F(1, 22) = 5.95, MSE = 139,524, p < .05, indicating a generally reduced performance in the second sample. Critically, despite this overall slowing, Sample did not interact with any other factor in either the overall AN-OVA, or in the pairwise ANOVAs used to assess the Stability by Set Size interaction.
Eye movements
We next set out to evaluate the impact of trial-to-trial stability on the physical orienting process (eye movements) during search, and to evaluate whether the eyes were being guided by target-specific memory. As an initial coarse validation of the role of eye movements in improving search performance in this experiment, we evaluated the number of fixations per trial in each of the conditions. If changes in performance are related to differences in eye movements, the pattern of data for the number of fixations should mirror the pattern observed for response times. Specifically, we should expect fewer fixations per trial as stability increases from Random to Intermediate to Repeated conditions, and fewer additional fixations as Set Size increases for the Repeated condition as compared to the Intermediate and Random conditions.
The number of fixations per trial are plotted in Fig. 4 , across stability levels and Set Size, with Sample 1 plotted in Panel A, and sample 2 plotted in Panel B. As with response times, the number of fixations increased monotonically with decreasing stability. This was supported with a Stability (Repeated, Intermediate, Random) by Set Size (16, 24) by Sample (Samples 1 and 2) mixed-factors AN-OVA, demonstrating a significant main effect of Stability F(2, 44) = 69.22, MSE = .316, p < .001. Additional targeted comparisons confirmed that this effect is incremental across the range of stability, with the Repeated condition requiring fewer fixations than the Intermediate condition, F(1, 22) = 52.54, MSE = .440, p < .001, and the Intermediate condition requiring fewer fixations than the Random condition, F(1, 22) = 10.65, MSE = .218, p < .005.
Likewise, the number of fixations per trial varied with Set Size analogously to the results for search efficiency. The significant Stability by Set Size interaction, F(2, 44) = 7.21, MSE = .232, p < . Having confirmed that the response time differences are indeed tightly coupled to eye movement behaviour, we next conducted a more refined test of this relationship by evaluating whether the eyes were preferentially guided towards target items. To this end we calculated the accuracy of the first saccade during search, defined by the angular difference (in degrees) between a saccade directly to the target and the observed saccade, measured in the plane of the display. A score of 0°represents a saccade directly to the target, 180°a saccade in the exact opposite direction from the target, and 90°a saccade orthogonal to the direction of the target.
We found this measure to have a large positive skew, which was not corrected by either a log or square root transform. Consequently, we plot the histograms directly in Fig. 5 , binned in 15°i ntervals (unsigned), with Sample 1 plotted in Panel A, and Sample 2 plotted in Panel B. By inspection, it is clear that the principal difference between the Stability conditions is in the proportion of trials with very accurately directed first saccades during search (less than 15°deflection). Already, this fact highlights a critical feature of our data. Specifically, differences in orienting between Stability conditions seem to arise not from any kind of general orienting improvement, but instead from a specific increase in the number of trials having highly accurate guidance to the target for that trial. To better test this assessment, we determined for each trial whether the first saccade was accurately directed (less than 15°d eflection) to the current target item, to a possible target item (excluding the current target), or to an item that was never a target. It should be emphasized here that these categories are not exclusive, as several items may be aligned with a given saccade. The proportion of trials in each case was then normalized by the number of items of that type (Set Size 16: 1 Current Target, 11 Possible Targets, 4 Non-targets; Set Size 24: 1 Current Target, 11 Possible Targets, 12 Non-targets). To simplify the analysis, we consider proportions in the Random condition as a baseline, and evaluate the advantage of display repetition as a difference from this baseline. These differences in proportion are plotted in Fig. 6 across Item Types (Current Target, Possible Target, Non-Target) and Stability conditions (Repeated, Intermediate) for both Samples (Sample 1 in Panel A, Sample 2 in Panel B).
If search is improved in Repeated displays due only to a general memory for possible targets, we would expect the repetition advantage to be equivalent for both Current Target and Possible Target items, and for there to be no advantage for Non-Target items. Conversely, if search is improved owing to memory for specific items, then we should see a repetition advantage only for the Current Target, and no advantage for either Possible Targets or Non-Targets.
To evaluate these predictions, we conducted a one-sample t-test against zero for each of the target types, for Repeated and Intermediate repetition advantages, and for each sample, using a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (a = .004). The results clearly support the conclusion that search advantages in Repeated conditions occur because of memory for specific individual item locations. Participants were no more likely to make first saccades toward Possible Targets or Non-Targets under Repeated or Intermediate search conditions than they were during baseline Random search (largest t = 1.6, p = .134). In contrast, participants were significantly more likely to make first saccades toward the Current Target during Repeated search than they were during baseline Random search (Sample 1: t(11) = 7.90, p < .001; Sample 2: t(11) = 5.41, p < .001). Results for the Intermediate condition were similar, but attenuated, and reached significance in Sample 1 (t(11) = 4.54, p < .001), but not in Sample 2 (t(11) = 1.59, p = .141).
Although these data clearly show that first saccades in the Repeated condition are preferentially directed toward the Current Target on a given trial, it is necessary to rule out potential alternatives to the conclusion that these effects are driven by memory for specific item locations. In particular, it is possible that the increased proportion of trials with highly accurate first saccades might be precisely those trials where the target was near to the centre of the display. In this case, participants may have completed a local covert search, found the target, and only then directed their first saccade toward it. We can test this by noting that if a successful covert search is responsible for the observed accurate saccades, participants should make fewer of these accurate saccades as the eccentricity of the target increases.
To test this, we determined the eccentricity (in degrees of visual angle) for the target on each trial. To obtain similar cell sizes, we classified targets into a low eccentricity group (less than 10°), a moderate eccentricity group (10-15°), and a high eccentricity group (greater than 15°). The proportion of trials with highly accurate first saccades is plotted across Stability and Target Eccentricity in Fig. 7 , with Sample 1 plotted in Panel A, and Sample 2 plotted in Panel B. There are two critical results here. First, we find that participants are more likely to saccade towards the Current Target in the Repeated condition, regardless of the eccentricity of that target, F(2, 44) = 51.81, MSE = .011, p < .001. Second, there is a significant interaction between Stability and Target Eccentricity, F(4, 88) = 4.70, MSE = .005, p < .005, such that the likelihood of an accurate first saccade is divergent between Stability levels as Target Eccentricity increases. Critically, this divergence shows that the likelihood of an accurate first saccade in the Repeated condition actually increases slightly with greater Target Eccentricity. It is not certain why this is the case, but it hints at the possibility that memory is preferentially devoted to those targets that are most difficult to find using perceptual search. Regardless, we can confidently rule out the possibility that the increase in accurate first saccades in the Repeated condition is driven by trials having targets near to the starting fixation.
One further aspect of the memory effects shown in this experiment merits discussion. Specifically, it is of interest to know the temporal persistence of memory for a given target's location, and in particular how this varies as a function of how recently the tar- Fig. 5 . Proportion of trials for which the first saccade during search was directed toward the target for that trial in Sample 1 (A) and Sample 2 (B). Saccade accuracy (degrees) was measured as the unsigned angular deviation between a saccade directly to the target and the actual observed saccade. A value of 0°represents a saccade directly to the target, and a value of 180°a saccade directly away from the target. The proportion of trials is plotted for each sample in 15°bins, for search in Repeated, Intermediate, and Random stability conditions. Error bars depict one standard error of the mean. get was last searched for. In Fig. 8 we plot the proportion of trials with a highly accurate first saccade as a function of the number of trials since the previous time the same target was searched for, with Sample 1 plotted in Panel A, and Sample 2 plotted in Panel B. Since target sequences were randomly generated, larger lags were collapsed in order to estimate relatively stable means. Lags of one were specifically prevented during sequence generation (i.e. the same item was never a target on two successive trials).
Overall, the likelihood of making an accurate first saccade increases with Stability, F(2, 44) = 49.78, MSE = .043, p < .001. As with other measures, the likelihood of an accurate saccade is greater in the Repeated condition than in the Intermediate condition, F(1, 22) = 41.20, MSE = .049, p < .001, and greater in the Intermediate condition than in the Random condition, F(1, 22) = 11.28, MSE = .030, p < .005. A main effect of Lag was also observed, F(6, 132) = 2.99, MSE = .023, p < .01, reflecting a decrease in accurate saccades with increasing Lag. Critically the interaction between Lag and Stability was significant, F(12, 264) = 2.03, MSE = .026, p < .05, such that a significant decrease in accurate saccades with increasing Lag was found only for the Repeated condition, F(6, 132) = 3.67, MSE = .036, p < .005, and not for the Intermediate condition or for the Random condition (largest F = 1.57, ps > .16). These data are consistent with expectations. In the Repeated condition, where memory is most clearly used during search, this use of memory is strongest when the target has been recently searched for. However, although attenuated, the Stability benefit does persist even when a target has not been searched for in recent trials, F(2, 44) = 6.71, MSE = .012, p < .005.
General discussion
The data presented above provide several new findings regarding the interplay between search and memory. First, we have introduced a novel condition intermediate in stability between Repeated search (Wolfe et al., 2000) and classic search. This condition was intended to better capture real-world changes in search environments from one instance of search to the next, with item positions varying a small amount from trial to trial. Metrically, performance in this Intermediate condition consistently fell between the Repeated and Random conditions, though notable variability was seen across Samples for this condition. We found that both response times and orienting measures improved monotonically from Random to Intermediate conditions, and from Intermediate to Repeated conditions. In contrast, search efficiency in the Intermediate condition did not differ from that in the Random condition, with only the Repeated condition demonstrating improved efficiency. Overall, with regards to the Intermediate condition, our data suggest that although Stability does form a meaningful spectrum in search, as opposed to a pure binary distinction, the territory between the Repeated and Random extremes may be compressed toward the Random end. This compression, coupled with potential individual differences in strategic factors, may account for the observed variability in intermediate effects.
More critically, using eye-tracking measures, we were able to evaluate existing theories regarding improved efficiency in Repeated search conditions. It has previously been suggested that efficiency improvements in Repeated search conditions, where observed, reflected the fact that only a subset of items were used as potential targets, with search progressing as though those poten- tial targets were the only items in the display. Efficiency was improved then, not because of memory for individual targets, but because of a global reduction in the Set Size attended to (Kunar et al., 2008) . The results shown here suggest that this conclusion does not apply to situations where eye movements have to be made during search. Our findings indicate that when search displays are large, thus necessitating eye movements, efficiency improvements in Repeated search are due to improved orienting toward the specific target for each trial. When accurate first saccades were assessed independently for current targets, other possible targets, and items that were never targets, only current targets showed an improvement. All other items, whether potential targets or non-targets, were treated indiscriminately. This indicates that participants did not treat possible targets and items that were never targets differently -either they remembered the location of the specific target for a given trial, or else they searched the entire array. Notably, these improvements in orienting were present regardless of target eccentricity, and persisted even when the target item had not recently been searched for.
Finally, our data highlight the need to very explicitly consider the spatial relations between items in models of visual search. While spatiotopic saliency maps are a key feature of some of the most prominent models of visual search (Treisman & Sato, 1990; Wolfe, 1994) , there is often nonetheless a tacit assumption that individual items are selected as the focus of attention, and that the spatial layout of the items in the display is of little import except as concerns relative local saliency. At the covert level, this seems to be a reasonable assumption. However, which items are made available to covert attention is determined by the configuration of items local to the foveated region, and consequently by overt orienting systems. Critically, it appears that these overt orienting mechanisms are in fact sensitive to spatial layout (e.g. Zelinsky et al., 1997) and to memory for previous spatial layouts. It is through this distinction between covert and overt attention mechanisms (see Findlay and Gilchrist (2003) for a review) that we may resolve the apparent weakness of memory effects in visual search with the obvious role of memory in search outside the laboratory.
To this end, we note two critical differences between covert and overt attention that are likely to tradeoff in different search contexts. First, covert attention is spatially limited to the region local to the sense receptors, while overt attention by definition involves the movement of receptors, and consequently is not spatially limited. Secondly, covert attention, at least in comparison to overt attention, has a very low cost -both in time and energy. This space-cost tradeoff results in clear predictions regarding the use of memory and other strategic top-down factors (e.g. prediction) in search. Specifically, top-down strategies such as using memory should be used whenever they are cheaper than random sampling of the relevant space. When an individual looks for her keys, it is very unlikely that she will randomly sample all of the locations in her home until the keys are found -she is much better off simply remembering where she previously placed the keys, or if that fails prioritizing her inspection on the basis of where the keys are likely to be. In contrast, when looking for a paper clip in a junk drawer, it is unlikely to be worthwhile to remember the object's specific location in the drawer -a pure perceptual search will usually locate it faster.
Returning to the laboratory, we note that previous studies examining the Repeated search condition (Kunar et al., 2008; Wolfe et al., 2000) have explicitly restricted the spatial extent of search displays so that covert attention would be sufficient to perform the task. In these studies, little to no evidence for target-specific memory was found. In the present study, we explicitly used a large search display in order to necessitate overt eye movements. Consistent with the suggested tradeoffs, we were able to show clear target-specific memory effects in this context. However, although the need for eye movements in this experiment was the most salient difference when comparing our data to previous experiments, there are additional factors which must be kept in mind. In particular, we note that while participants in Kunar et al.'s (2008) experiments had continuous perceptual access to the target's identity, participants in this experiment were required to retain the target in memory. It is possible that this requirement led to a priming of memory systems in general, and consequently to the use of spatial memory during search. Whether or not spatial memory is used by default in search at this scale remains an open question. However, we note that in looking at saccade accuracy as a function of eccentricity we found that accuracy actually increased somewhat in the Repeated condition, and decreased somewhat in the Random condition. This pattern is consistent with a preferential use of memory for those items least accessible to perceptual search. The observation of such a pattern within experiment provides good support that the same factor is likely to be at work across experiments.
In summary, when paired with the existing literature, the present work provides an initial indication that the dominant mechanisms underlying search are likely to change with the scale of search. We suggest that these changes are likely to arise because as physical scale increases, internal simulation becomes less costly in time and energy than random exploratory movements. A complete theory of search will ultimately need to quantify these changes in search processes that accompany changes in the scale of search, and crucially will need to determine the precise interplay of memory and perception in large-scale search.
